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Abstract
As ever-increasing amounts of renewable electricity enter the 

energy supply mix on a regional, national and international basis, 
greater emphasis is being placed on energy conversion and storage 
technologies to deal with the oscillations, excess and lack of electricity.
Hydrogen generation via proton exchange membrane water 
electrolysis (PEMWE) is one technology that offers a pathway to store 
large amounts of electricity in the form of hydrogen. The challenges to 
widespread adoption of PEM water electrolyzers lie in their high capital 
and operating costs which both need to be reduced through R&D. An 
evaluation of reported PEMWE performance data in the literature 
reveals that there are excessive variations of in situ performance 
results that make it difficult to draw conclusions on the pathway 
forward to performance optimization and future R&D directions. To 
enable the meaningful comparison of in situ performance evaluation 
across laboratories there is an obvious need for standardization of 
materials and testing protocols. Herein, we address this need by 
reporting the results of a round robin test effort conducted at the 
laboratories of five contributors to the IEA Electrolysis Annex 30. For 
this effort a method and equipment framework were first developed 
and then verified with respect to its feasibility for measuring water 
electrolysis performance accurately across the various laboratories. 
The effort utilized identical sets of test articles, materials, and test 
cells, and employed a set of shared test protocols. It further defined a 
minimum skeleton of requirements for the test station equipment. The 
maximum observed deviation between laboratories at 1 A cm-2 at cell 



temperatures of 60°C and 80°C was 27 and 20 mV, respectively. The 
deviation of the results from laboratory to laboratory was 2-3 times 
higher than the lowest deviation observed at one single lab and test 
station. However, the highest deviations observed were one-tenth of 
those extracted by a literature survey on similar material sets. The 
work endorses the urgent need to identify one or more reference sets 
of materials in addition to the method and equipment framework 
introduced here, to enable accurate comparison of results across the 
entire community. The results further imply that cell temperature 
control appears to be the most significant source of deviation between 
results, and that care must be taken with respect to break-in 
conditions and cell electrical connections for meaningful performance 
data. 

Keywords
electrolysis; PEMWE; benchmarking; round robin; state-of-the-art; 
protocol development

1. Introduction
Polymer electrolyte membrane water electrolysis (PEMWE) is a 

commercially available technology used to produce hydrogen and 
oxygen. It was developed in the 1960-1970s by General Electric as an 
alternative to conventional alkaline electrolyzers[1, 2]. The 
development of proton conductive perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) 
polymers by DuPont led to the use of a solid membrane working as 
both an electrolyte and gas separator inside the cell. The integration of
the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) enabled the reduction of 
ohmic losses and gas permeation, enabled operation at high 
differential pressures and removed caustic liquid electrolyte. Many 
challenges surfaced when operating in an acidic environment at 
potentials above 1.23 V, which is the standard onset potential for the 
oxygen evolution reaction. These conditions demand the use of 
corrosion-resistant materials beyond what was used at the time in 
alkaline electrolyzers. Thus, nickel catalysts and stainless-steel porous 
transport layers (PTLs) and bipolar plates (BPs) were replaced by 
platinum group metal (PGMs) catalysts and titanium PTLs and BPs in 
today’s commercial systems. While PEM water electrolyzers are 
commercially available they were developed for niche applications 
such as life support applications and industrial gas supply where 
reliability is the key driver, not cost. Consequently, even to this date, 
systems are overdesigned with high catalyst loadings, PGM-coated 
titanium components and thick PFSA membranes. To achieve 
significant market penetration of PEM electrolyzers in the energy 
sector, the investments costs (CAPEX) and operational costs (OPEX) 
will have to result in hydrogen cost of 2$/kg or less according to the 



United States Department of Energy 2020 hydrogen production cost 
target[3, 4]. Furthermore, the technology will have to reach lifespans 
over 40,000 hours and provide adequate reliability in order to obtain 
market acceptance. These targets can only be reached through strong 
investments in R&D efforts. 

Since the initial PEMWE development, significant improvements 
in cell performance, efficiency and durability have been reported [5-9]. 
Today’s R&D efforts by industry, academia and research institutions 
are manifold. They target further capital cost reduction through 
lowering of the catalyst loading[10], improving BP and PTL 
manufacture and coating processes [11-15], and developing 
alternative membrane materials [16]. Unfortunately, the reported 
results for PEMWE cells that are present in the literature are very 
difficult to compare. Figure 1 shows the cell voltages for three different
membrane materials at various current densities extracted from 
approximately 200 publications. Across the literature, the performance
at 1 A cm-2 deviates up to 600 mV. Lower deviations were observed 
with thicker membrane materials, for example, the variation at 1 A cm-

2 for Nafion 117 was 200 mV. In any case, the magnitude of deviation 
is unacceptable for determining state-of-the-art and comparing results 
across institutions. 

Other areas have faced similar challenges in the past, the field of
proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) being probably the 
most related to PEMWE. In the early 2000’s first attempts in the United
States (US) on harmonizing in-situ testing were published by the Single
Cell Testing Task Force of the US Fuel Cell Council (USFCC).  Standards 
for test station equipment were established in the “Fuel Cell Test 
Station Requirements and Verification Procedure”[17] and testing 
protocols were described in the document “Single Cell Test 
Protocol”[18]. The latter was not necessarily recommending standard 
hardware for testing materials but suggested that “the procedures and
hardware may be useful in cases where adopting an existing, non-
proprietary protocol would expedite inter-lab data qualification as a 
basis for other data exchange”[18]. The approach may have led to the 
adoption and implementation of standard operating procedures into 
the Multi-Year Research, Development, and Demonstration (MYRDD) 
Plan[19]  from the US Department of Energy (DOE) Fuel Cell 
Technology Office (FCTO). This document describes the goals, 
objectives, technical targets, tasks, and schedules for all activities 
within the FCTO. It is a living document that further specifies testing 
protocols for fuel cells and fuel cell components, that were developed 
in partnership with the U.S. DRIVE Fuel Cell Technical Team. These 
protocols became essential for demonstrating material performance 
for DOE funded fuel cell projects.  

Because PEMWE is not as maturely developed as PEMFC, the 
challenges that the community faces to compare data are similar to 



those fuel cells faced in the early 2000s. The deviation in performance 
discussed above is directly related to the large variety of materials, cell
or stack components, surface treatments, catalyst loadings, and the 
applied method and equipment framework, i.e. test station 
configurations, operating conditions and operating procedures used. A 
common (i.e. harmonized) approach for performance testing that 
enables more direct comparison of results between institutions would 
be highly beneficial for the development of novel materials and 
components. Such an approach would require (i) a measurement 
method consisting of operating conditions and procedures, (ii) an 
equipment framework that describes minimum test station 
requirements, and (iii) the selection of one or more reference material 
sets (membrane, catalyst, loading, GDLs, and hardware). This work 
focuses on items (i) and (ii) using a temporary solution for item (iii), 
which will be the focus of future work.

Figure 1: Distribution of performance results extracted from the 
literature [5, 15, 20-90] for cells with N117, N115, or NR-212 
Nafion membranes.

If one considers the great majority of publications on PEMWE, 
commonly used materials and components can be identified, such as 
iridium oxide as anode catalyst and Nafion membranes as electrolyte. 
This enables a classification of current state-of-the art materials for 



PEMWE. Table 1 shows a list of commonly used materials and 
components together with parameters that may impact the cell’s 
performance and durability.  Though the material choices were similar,
strong variation in intrinsic properties such as surface area, porosity, 
mass transport, electron and proton conductivity, corrosion resistance, 
and activity may have contributed to the variations observed in the 
literature data that are displayed in Figure 1. Moreover, the beneficial 
effects of functional coatings and engineering aspects such as 
hardware design and size, flow-field geometry, clamping forces and 
thus contact resistances and thermal management may also play a key
role in determining the cell performance. And last not least, the use of 
different cell operating conditions including temperature, pressure, 
water flow rates, and water quality make the desired meaningful 
performance comparison of materials from literature data essentially 
impossible. 

Table 1: List of PEMWE components/materials and the potential 
variations in the design parameters. 

Component Material Potential Variations

Membrane Nafion

Thickness
Equivalent weight

Conductivity
Gas permeation

Processing conditions

Anode & Cathode
Catalyst/Electrode

IrOx
Pt/C

Activity
Stability

Surface area
Ionomer content

Porosity
Thermal & electrical

conductivity
Catalyst loading
Water transport

Anode & Cathode
PTL

(Coated) Titanium
Carbon Paper

Protective coating
Hydrophobic coating

Porosity
Thickness

Thermal & electrical
conductivity
Passivation
Pore sizes
Roughness

Anode & Cathode
Flow Field Material

(Coated) Titanium
Graphite

(Composite)

Protective coating
Functional coating

Thermal & electrical
conductivity
Geometry



Passivation

The development of widely accepted benchmarks, reference 
operating conditions and operation procedures are key to promote 
meaningful comparison across internal research efforts which will 
accelerate the development and market penetration of advanced 
PEMWE technology. This work is an initial effort to start the process 
toward such a comparison platform.

The overall goal of this work is to establish a method that 
enables straightforward evaluation of baseline or state-of-the-art 
materials for PEMWE and to validate it with accurate performance 
comparison. In the process trust is established between different 
institutions, domestic and international collaborations are promoted, 
and most importantly it leads to selective research efforts that will 
accelerate the development of PEMWE technologies and foster the 
adoption of novel concepts by the industry. We present here the 
methodology and data from a round robin testing effort that is 
intended to serve as a sound foundation for such a data comparison.

2. Methodology
The chosen methodology was based on the commitment, 

motivation and collective experience of the participating institutions: 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Forschungszentrum 
Jülich (FZ-Jülich), Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE), 
German Aerospace Center (DLR) and Proton Onsite. A short turnaround
time of less than a year was targeted so that results could be offered 
to the community for adoption in a very reasonable time frame. For 
time-saving purposes, a parallel, rather than a sequential, 
experimental approach was chosen. The work presented here was 
divided into two phases: 
 Phase 1: Prior to testing, all participating institutions received 

identical PEMWE cell hardware, with five sets of PTLs, gaskets and 
CCMs (all courtesy of FZ Jülich). Experimental test conditions, such 
as assembly torque, water flow, outlet pressure, temperature, and 
test protocols were decided upon and carefully communicated to 
the institutions. The measurements were performed at each 
institution within approximately the same time frame using either 
commercial or built-in-house test stations. Minimal test station 
requirements were defined for the round robin experiments. All test 
stations were expected to be fully calibrated with each laboratory 
following their own routines and procedures. Measurements 
included cell conditioning, current controlled performance curves, 
and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements. 



The data were subsequently collected and processed, analyzed and 
prepared for reporting at FZ Jülich and NREL.

 Phase 2: Based on some of the results, specific measurements 
were repeated after some corrective actions, such as temperature 
calibration, were applied. An effort was made to understand 
variability within a single lab and in between multiple labs by 
looking at statistical variation (standard deviation) and the 
occurrence of outlying measurements.  Specific diagnostics like 
temperature measurements and high frequency resistance were 
also used to probe the source of measurement uncertainties. The 
results were analyzed, and conclusions were reached. 

3. Experimental
For this work, all materials and components were intentionally 

used “as received”. The different laboratories did not receive any 
instructions on how to handle and/or treat the materials and 
components used for the round robin test. A set of essential but simple
instruction was communicated that can be performed with any 
standard laboratory setting for PEM water electrolysis testing. Typical 
laboratory procedures such as calibration, sample handling with gloves
and providing a typical safety frame work were expected. Out of the 
ordinary laboratory capabilities such as sputter coating of material 
were not considered to be performed at each laboratory. This work is a
first step at understanding which minimal set of requirements provides
maximal measurement agreement.
3.1 Hardware

The meaningful comparison of data across laboratories requires 
harmonization of test procedures as well as the utilization of the same 
cell hardware. Standardized commercially available off-the-shelf 
hardware would be ideal for comparison purposes. At the time of this 
study neither an agreement on harmonized test procedures nor a 
commonly used commercial PEM water electrolyzer cell was available 
on the market. To allow for progress in the harmonization process 
without access to a widely accepted reference hardware, FZ Jülich 
provided complete sets of an available “arbitrary” 25 cm2 cell 
hardware to each participating laboratory. Choosing this hardware 
enabled that each lab could conduct testing without delay using 
identical cell design and material. Future work will address evaluation 
of single cell R&D hardware configurations to identify a material and 
hardware combination that can serve as a reference system to the 
community. 

As shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), the hardware featured a typical
R&D single cell design: thick endplates for compression with 6 bolts, 
gold-plated copper current collector plates, and pin-cushion flow-fields 
with distributed flow inlet and outlets. The anode and cathode flow 
fields were platinum and platinum/gold-plated titanium, respectively. 



The overall flow-field size was 95 mm x 95 mm, the active area was 
50 mm x 50 mm, and the flow-field consisted of evenly spaced 1.7 mm
x 1.7 mm pins. The hardware featured 4 mm voltage sense ports, 
cartridge heater ports and flow inlets and outlets integrated into the 
flow-fields. Instead of the voltage sense ports, alligator-clip-type 
connections could be used on the current collector plate. 

The temperature of the cell during operation was typically 
controlled by the flow of heated water supplied to the cell. Water and 
water/gas temperatures were sensed at the cell inlet and outlet. The 
type of temperature control, feedback, sensor type and exact sensing 
location depended on each laboratory’s setup and available 
equipment. The temperature setpoint was defined as the cell inlet 
temperature. In addition, optional cartridge heaters that were inserted 
into the flow-field plates or optional pad heaters that were glued onto 
the endplates were used by certain participants to heat the cell. In this 
case a thermocouple was inserted into the hardware and used as the 
temperature control point for the cell. Cell assembly was performed 
with a torque of 8 Nm using a minimum of two steps (4 and 8 Nm) to 
ramp up the torque. This created a compression force of about 2 MPa 
at the pin cushion flow-field.
 



Figure 2: a) Round robin hardware cell and b) components featuring 
pin-cushion flow-field, carbon fiber-based PTL and N117 CCM with Ir 
and Pt based catalyst layers. c) Schematic of bare bones test station 
equipment necessary to meet minimum requirements for test 
procedure.

3.2 Catalyst-Coated Membrane, Gaskets and PTLs
The catalyst-coated membranes (CCMs) used in this work were 

the commercially available product E300 from Greenerity GmbH. These
CCMs were fabricated using Nafion N117 membranes, iridium-based 
anodes with a nominal loading of 2.5 mgIr cm-2 and platinum-based 
cathodes with a nominal loading of 0.8 mgPt cm-2. The electrode area of
53 mm x 53 mm was centered on the membrane area of 95 mm x 95 
mm. The active area of the CCMs was defined as 25 cm² based on the 
PTL and flow-field geometry. CCMs, gasket and PTL materials were 
provided by FZ Jülich. Gaskets consisted of 250 m thick skived PTFE. 
The gasketing window was 51 mm x 51 mm. For both PTLs carbon 
paper TGP-H-120 from Toray, with a thickness of 370 m and 5 % PTFE
loading, was applied, despite its low corrosion resistance at high 
potentials at the anode side. Typically, titanium-based PTLs are used 
on the anode side of PEMWE cells. For the short-term performance 
experiments performed in this study, we decided to use the well-
defined, cost-effective, and readily available carbon paper instead of 
Ti-PTL materials. Carbon paper is acceptably stable as a PTL for the 
anode of the PEM electrolyzer cell when the duration of the 
experiments is less than 20 hours (work in progress). 

3.3 Station Requirements and Operating Conditions
Test stations were expected to be fully calibrated. Each 

laboratory was left to use their own standard routines and procedures 
for calibration. A schematic of the minimum test station equipment 
required for carrying out the measurements is presented in Figure 2(c).
It consists of a deionized water supply for water single pass operation, 
shut-off and flow-control valves for the water, temperature control of 
the water and the cell, water/gas separation and exhaust, electrical 
power supply, and voltage sense. The backpressure control system 
shown in the figure is required only for laboratories located at high 
elevation (i.e., wherever ambient pressures are below 1 bar, the 
ambient pressure at sea level).

The operating conditions that were applied during the round 
robin experiments are summarized in Table 2. Deionized water with a 
quality standard of ASTM Type II (i.e., a minimum resistance of 
1 Mcm) was flowed through the cell at the anode side and could 
optionally also be flowed through the cathode side. Flow direction was 
from the bottom to the top of the flow-field to promote bubble removal 



during operation. The flow rate was, at a minimum, 2 mL min-1 cm-2 
geometric electrode area (i.e. 50 ml min-1 for the 25 cm2 cell). 

When flowing, the water temperature was controlled to the cell 
inlet, ideally using a temperature sensor placed in the center of the 
water flow at the anode as shown in Figure 2(c). The outlet water 
temperature was measured in the same way. As mentioned before, the
type of temperature control, feedback, sensor type and exact sensing 
location depended on each laboratory’s setup and available 
equipment. However, when the cell was heated and operated, the 
differential temperature between cell inlet and cell outlet was required 
to be less than 2 K. Experiments were performed at two operating 
temperatures: 60°C and 80°C. Anode and cathode outlet pressures 
each were 1 bar absolute. Operation at 1 bar absolute required no 
active pressure control at most contributing laboratories. At high 
elevations such as Golden, Colorado, USA, where NREL is located, the 
ambient pressure is approximately 0.83 bar and an active pressure 
control was employed to reach the desired operating pressure. For this
work NREL used electro-pneumatic transducers TT7800-705 from 
Fairchild combined with M20 forward/exhaust flow volume boosters 
from Fairchild. The system allows accurate adjustment of pressure up 
to 4 bar absolute and works with liquid as well as gaseous flows.

The test stations further required a minimum 150 W power 
supply with current capability of 75 A (i.e. 3 A cm-2 at 2 V). Though not 
specified, it was expected that each laboratory would follow best 
practice and use a four-wire measurement setup with separate voltage
sense lines. High-frequency resistance (HFR) measurements were also 
desired. The setup and instrumentation used for HFR measurements 
can vary significantly. Setup configurations may consist of fixed 
frequency 1kHz measurement instruments that measure the 
impedance while the power supply is controlling the cell current, or 
they may use frequency response analyzers (FRA) with variable 
frequencies and a potentiostat/galvanostat combined with a current 
booster. The setup and instrument specifics determine the current 
range at which the experiment can be conducted. Minimum 
measurement specifications included conducting a 1 kHz impedance 
measurement at a current density of 50 mA cm-2. The choices for 
equipment and measurement strategy for conducting HFR and/or EIS 
measurements were left up to each laboratory. Extending the EIS 
experimental scope from the 1kHz HFR measurement to other 
frequencies and current densities was of interest, but optional. If a 
laboratory was conducting EIS experiments, it was free to pick any 
frequency range they were interested in as long as it contained 1 kHz. 
For the HFR/EIS measurement the perturbation was supposed to be 
± 5% of the applied current, without exceeding ± 10 mV of the applied
voltage. For the determination of the 1kHz HFR the phase shift was 
expected to be below ± 5°. 



Table 2: Standard operating conditions applied during round robin test
effort.

Condition Set Point

Cell Temperature 60, 80°C

Water Flow Temp.
Anode

60, 80°C (inlet)

Water Flow Temp.
Cathode

60, 80°C (inlet)
Flow is optional

Minimum Water Flow
Anode

2 mL cm-2 min-1

T ≤ 2 K

Minimum Optional
Water Flow Cathode

2 mL cm-2 min-1

T ≤ 2 K

Outlet Pressure
Anode

1 bar absolute

Outlet Pressure
Cathode

1 bar absolute

Water Quality
ASTM Type II
(> 1 M cm)

Power Supply
Maximum Current

≥ 75 A

Power Supply
Maximum Voltage

≥ 2 V

EIS Minimum 1 kHz

3.4 Conditioning and operating procedures
The operating procedures used for conducting the round robin 

tests are summarized in Table 3. Experiments were typically conducted
at 60°C first, then at 80°C. Each CCM required conditioning at each 
temperature. The cells were warmed up by applying temperature set 
points to the water flowing through the cell (i.e., the water flowing 
through the anode, and—if available—through the cathode). Once the 
temperatures were established, a current density of 0.2 A cm-2 was 
applied to the cell for 30 min. Subsequently, the current density was 
increased to 1.0 A cm-2 for another 30 min. Then the cell was operated 
at a constant cell voltage of 1.7 V until the cell current variation 
became smaller than 1% per hour. At a cell temperature of 60°C the 



conditioning of an unused CCM is expected to take up to 12 h. 
Subsequently, performance curves were conducted using 5-min steps. 
Starting from open circuit the current was increased in 20 mA cm-2 
steps up to 100 mA cm-2. The next current density was 200 mA cm-2 
and current densities were stepped up in 200 mA cm-2 steps until a 
maximum cell voltage of 2.0 V was reached. Current densities were 
stepped down again, using the same current density steps. Optionally, 
the open circuit voltage (OCV) was recorded after the last step.

In addition to the performance data, HFR data were collected 
either during the performance curves or in separate experiments. The 
HFR for this comparison effort is defined as the real part of the 1 kHz 
impedance. The measurement should at most use a current 
perturbation of ± 5% of the cell current and a maximum voltage 
perturbation of 10 mV. The resulting HFR was acceptable when the 
phase shift of the complex impedance was below ± 5°. Impedance 
spectra were additionally collected when available at the laboratory at 
select current densities. The spectra typically ranged between 0.1 Hz 
and 10 kHz and used the same experimental conditions as described 
for the HFR experiments.

Table 3: Operating procedure for round robin test effort at 60 and 
80°C.

Step Description Specifications

Warm Up

Apply flows and
temperatures until

operating conditions
stabilized

1) Water and cell temperatures:
60°C or 80°C 

2) Water flow of 2 mL cm-2 min-1

into cathode and optionally 
into anode with T ≤ 2 K 

Cell
Conditioning

Condition cell using
manufacturer break-in

procedure

1) 30 min at 0.2 A cm-2 current 
controlled operation

2) 30 min at 1 A cm-2 current 
controlled operation

3) 1.7 V voltage controlled 
operation until variation is 
less than 1% per hour

Performance
Evaluation

Conduct current
controlled VI curves

up to a cell voltage of
2 V

1) Low to high current density 
curve
 Step duration = 5 min
 Step size of i = 0.02 mA 

cm-2 from 0.0–0.1 mA cm-2

 Step size of i = 0.2 mA cm-

2 from 0.2 mA cm-2 on until 



a voltage of 2.0 V is 
reached

2) High to low current density 
curve
 Reverse current steps from 

1)
3) Optional OCV measurement 

after VI curves

HFR
Evaluation

Conduct 1 kHz HFR
measurements

 ± 5% of DC load current
 V not to exceed ± 10 mV
 |φ| ≤ 5°
 Minimum 1 kHz at 0.05 mA 

cm-2

 Optional EIS spectra at all 
current densities at 
frequency range up to 
0.1 Hz–10 kHz 

4. Results & Discussion

In this section the results obtained with the cell hardware 
distributed to the five different laboratories are presented. It is 
irrelevant for the interpretation of the results of the round robin test to 
specify which laboratory provided a given data set. Therefore, the 
legends in the figures will only state Lab1, Lab2, Lab3, Lab4 and Lab5. 

Figure 3(a) shows the anode endplate temperatures of three 
CCMs measured by one laboratory during the cell warm up and Figure 
3(b) shows performance data during the last step of cell conditioning. 
The temperature profile during the warm up was reproducible for all 
three CCMs. The cell temperature rapidly increased toward the 80°C 
target temperature. All cell temperatures first slightly overshot the 
target value and then slowly approached it, achieving good stability 
within ± 0.25 K. Note that the progression of the temperature data is 
highly dependent on the test station and hardware. It depends on the 
heat capacity of the cell, the power ratings of the heaters, pump rate 
of the DI water, PID control settings, and the heating strategy that was 
applied. It is important to highlight that care is required to understand 
the heating behavior of each new cell/station/heater combination as 
overshoots may harm the cell and temperature gradients within the 
cell may impact the performance observed. 



Figure 3: a) Temperature stabilization during warm up to 80°C of 
three cells measured by one of the laboratories. b) 
Conditioning of CCM at 1.7 V to less than 1% variation during 
operation at 60°C.

Figure 3(b) shows the performance of two CCMs measured at 
one of the laboratories and how it changes over the last hour during 
the cell conditioning step at 1.7 V and 60°C. These were the most 
deviant CCMs out of the five that were tested at this laboratory. The 
time required for conditioning the cell to reach the desired rate of 
change of less than 1% was 2.25 and 5.25 h for CCM-A and CCM-B, 
respectively. At these times the CCMs were defined to be conditioned 



according to manufacturer specifications. Beyond 2.25 h the 
performance of CCM-A dropped slightly, while the performance of CCM-
B, which was at this moment about 50 mA cm-2 lower was still 
improving. After about 12 h of operation (i.e. at the end of the 
conditioning period), the performance of both CCMs became identical 
with 0.73 A cm-2 at 1.7 V. 

It is important to note that the rolling change of the current over 
the previous hour of operation was not—and typically is not—an 
automatically computed and online-displayed value. This implies that 
the decision regarding whether the CCM conditioning period was 
complete was left to the judgment of the operator, which may 
inherently carry a risk for misinterpretation. For future work, a fixed 
time frame and target performance may be considered to be used in 
addition to the rate of change. Thus challenges related to the 
potentially different judgment of operators at various locations would 
be avoided. 



Figure 4: Reproducibility of five CCMs measured at the same 
laboratory (Lab1): a) 60°C performance had a maximum 
difference of 8.6 mV at 1 A cm-2. b) Averaged performances 
and standard deviations of the cell temperature at 60 and 
80°C.

The performance results and standard deviation vs. current 
density, respectively, for a sample set of five CCMs measured at the 
same laboratory (Lab1) are presented in Figure 4. This data set had 
the smallest deviation observed of all the five laboratories for both 
60°C and 80°C operation. The deviation may be defined as the 
reproducibility of the CCMs (including experimental variabilities).
Figure 4(a) shows the VI curves for all five CCMs at a cell temperature 
of 60°C. At a current density of 1 A cm-2 the maximum to minimum 
variation of the cell current was 8.6 mV. The standard deviation at this 
point was 0.19% and the individual cell voltages as well as the average
and the standard deviation of this operating point are shown in the 
inset of the figure. Figure 4(b) shows the standard deviation vs. current
density. The inset of the figure shows the performance averages of the
same five CCMs at 60°C and 80°C including their standard deviation at 
each operating point. The results indicate high reproducibility within 
the CCM batch that was used for the round robin testing. 

The standard deviation remained below 0.35% in all cases. 
Independent from the cell temperature, it increased at a constant rate 
from a current density of about 0.2 A cm-2 to the maximum recorded 
current density of 2.6 A cm-2. Below 0.2 A cm-2 the standard deviations 
also increased, specifically at 60°C. This may be expected, as the 
power supply for a 25 cm2 cell is required to deliver much more than 



the minimum current of the test. In this particular case a power supply 
with a maximum current capability of 120 A was employed. At the 
lowest current density of 10 mA cm-2 (i.e. a total cell current of 
250 mA), the power supply was controlled to deliver 0.2% of its 
maximum current capacity. It can be expected that the accuracy at the
low end of the current range is less reproducible. In any case, the 
reproducibility of the results within the CCM batch was generally high. 
The reproducibility of the data measured at this laboratory (Lab 1) will 
serve as a reference for evaluating the reproducibility of the round 
robin results.



Figure 5: Performance comparison of experiment sets at a) 60 and 
b) 80°C measured at the five laboratories.

Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) show the averaged performance 
curves measured at 60 and 80°C, respectively, at the five participating
laboratories. Note that, as explained below, outlying performance 
curves as discussed in Figure 6 were omitted from the calculation. The 
inserted bar charts show the averaged 1 A cm-2 performances of each 
lab including the overall average and standard deviation. The averaged
1 A cm-2 performance across all laboratories at 60 and 80°C was 
1.787 and 1.709 V with total standard deviations of 0.010 and 0.006 V,
respectively. The current density of 1 A cm-2 was chosen as a 
performance metric because it is high enough to be relevant to 
production and because it can be reached reasonably well with 
developmental cells that contain new material sets or ultra-low 
loadings. The figures further indicate the maximum performance 
deviation between the lowest and the highest average at 1 A cm-2. The 
data show a general agreement of the results, though the observed 
maximum to minimum deviations exceeded those discussed in Figure 
4 by a factor of three; that is, 8.6 vs. 27 mV and 7.3 vs. 20 mV for 60°C
and 80°C, respectively. In the insets the average performance of each 
laboratory, including the overall average and the standard deviation, is
shown at 1 A cm-2. The standard deviations were 0.58% and 0.32% for 
60°C and 80°C, respectively. Compared to the 0.19% and 0.18% 
deviations observed only at Lab1, these deviations are a factor of 3.1 
and 1.8 higher. This relative increase of the measurement variability is 
related to the operation at the various institutions using different 
personnel, test stations, and control strategies. It is important to note 
that the reproducibility improved significantly when the temperature 
was increased to 80°C. This suggests that attention to the variations at
lower temperatures is important to optimize the existing capability to 
compare data between laboratories. 



Figure 6: Standard deviation vs. current density for the CCM sets 
measured at the various laboratories. a) 60°C and b) 80°C.

Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) show standard deviation data from 
four laboratories at 60°C and 80°C, respectively. No standard deviation
was available for the fifth laboratory, because that lab contributed a 
single performance curve for each temperature. Data are shown for 
the four labs for all five measured CCMs (solid symbols), as well as for 
two of the labs after removing results from one CCM (open symbols—
one for 60°C and two for 80°C). The removed performance curves were
obvious outliers. For example, the data set for 60°C shows that the 



standard deviation measured over five CCMs at Lab2 reached about 
0.6% at 1.6 A cm-2. When removing the results of the CCM that was 
obviously deviating from the other four CCMs, the standard deviation 
dropped significantly to about 0.25% to match that of Lab1, the 
laboratory with the lowest observed deviations. An interesting 
observation is that the deviation observed at Lab3 is significantly 
higher at 60°C than at 80°C. This may suggest that the test station of 
this laboratory is more optimized for operation at 80°C and that 
establishing reproducible conditions at 60°C may be more challenging. 
In any case, the results imply that careful control of operating 
conditions is key in establishing reproducible results.

For all CCMs the standard deviation in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b)
increased with current density. If we assume that the data with the 
lowest deviation (i.e., the data measured at Lab1) represents the 
deviation inherent in the measured CCMs, then all additional deviations
are introduced by the cell assembly and the operating conditions. This 
result suggests that experimental care needs to be taken to achieve 
representative results. It also suggests that multiple CCMs need to be 
tested before a reliable statement can be made about the performance
of a particular CCM construction, catalyst material, or other 
component. 



Figure 7: a) Applied current density steps and resulting applied 
voltage for high to low current performance curve. b) 
Temperature variation of inlet, outlet and cell temperatures 
during high to low current performance curve. 
c) Performance variation due to a 2 K inlet temperature offset
at nominal 60°C and 80°C.

Figure 7 presents the impact of changes in supplied power on the
temperature stability of the cell measured by one of the laboratories.
Figure 7(a) shows a performance curve conducted from high currents 
to low currents during the round robin testing. Figure 7(b) shows the 
resulting change of the cell, inlet and outlet temperature. As expected,
the inlet temperature is independent from the power supplied to the 
cell as it is a controlled variable. It slowly oscillates by ±0.5 K around 
the target temperature of 80°C with an approximate frequency of 
2 mHz. The oscillation is not desired but specific to the hardware setup
of the test station including but not limited to the PID controller 
settings, the power of the heaters, the insulation and the flow rate of 
the water. No criteria were given prior to the round robin test that 
regulated the allowable fluctuation of temperatures during the 
experiments. While in the example above the control was well below 
±1 K, it may be advisable to further improve the inlet temperature 
variation. 

Cell temperature and outlet water temperature decrease with 
reduction in current density until a current density of 400 mA cm-2 is 
reached. In general, it should be noted that these measurements were 
made using thermocouples, which, if not carefully calibrated together 
with the temperature controller, can result in temperature 



inaccuracies. The endplate temperature dropped from a maximum 
temperature of 81.2°C to 79.2°C while the outlet temperature, 
following a similar trend, changed from 80.6°C to 78.2°C. At lower 
current densities, the endplate temperature remained stable while the 
outlet temperature increased again up to 79.3°C, likely due to the PID 
controller adjusting the heating interval. The inlet/outlet temperature 
difference varied up to 2 K as shown in Figure 7(b). This temperature 
variation may be very close to the borderline for precise comparison of
the results as indicated by Figure 7(c). The figure shows the 
performance change of a 25 cm2 cell operated at five different 
temperatures ranging from 56°C to 64°C and measured at 2 K 
intervals. The performance improved by about 23 mV over the 8 K 
temperature span, indicating an approximately 3 mV/K performance 
change. In comparison, the average performance change from 60°C to 
80°C of the results shown in Figure 5 was 78 mV, or approximately 
4 mV/K. The temperature control of the water stream fed to the cell 
inlet, the heat retention of the cell (i.e. the temperature of the exhaust 
streams) and the temperature control of the cell itself may all have an 
impact on the results. Calibration of all temperature control units, 
including their associated temperature sensors and tracking of inlet, 
cell and outlet temperatures seems to be one main key for establishing
meaningful comparison of results. The heat retention of the cell, which 
is likely directly related to the applied feed stream may also impact the
heat fluctuation of the cell and the variation from inlet to outlet water 
temperature at various current densities. Since these parameters have
been left to the control of the individual laboratories, they may have 
contributed to the laboratory to laboratory variations.





Figure 8: A) EIS reproducibility of five experimental sets within one
laboratory. B) IR-corrected performance curve with error bars. C)

Variability of 1 kHz data across the laboratories.
Impedance measurement requirements during this initial round 

robin effort were limited to a single 1 kHz measurement at 50 mA cm-2.
Equipment options and measurement strategies for measuring the HFR
of the cell vary widely and the inclusion of the HFR measurements in 
the round robin test effort was meant to serve as an assessment of 
typical capabilities and results. Figure 8(a) presents the 
electrochemical impedance spectra of five CCMs conducted at 50 
mA cm-2 and 80°C. Figure 8(b) shows averaged performance, HFR and 
iR corrected performance curves up to 0.7 A cm-2 and their respective 
standard deviations at 80°C. These data were successfully measured 
at Lab1 using a galvanostat/potentiostat/frequency response analyzer 
system coupled with a 20 A current booster. Note that the maximum 
current of the booster limited the measurements to 0.7 A cm-2. The 
data demonstrate that reproducible EIS results can be collected; a 
comprehensive data set from all the laboratories however, was not 
available. 

The individual and averaged data from laboratories Lab1, Lab2 
and Lab5 are shown in Figure 8(c) and those data additionally 
including Lab3 are shown in the inset of the same figure. The deviation
of the HFR between the laboratories was quite significant. Only two 
laboratories, Lab1 and Lab5, measured values in the expected range of
below 200 mcm-2. Results measured at Lab2 were on average about 
a factor of 2 times higher, and Lab3 results were on average 20 times 
the expected result. It is apparent by the reproducibility of the 
performance curves discussed in Figure 5(a) and b) that the measured 
elevated HFRs may not represent actual variations of the cell 



resistances as they may also result from an erroneous assembly 
procedure. Investigations into the cell wiring setup of Lab3 revealed 
that the banana receptacles that are screwed into the flow-field plates 
of the hardware may have created additional high resistances and 
irreproducible contacts. Measurement cables should be contacted to 
the current collector plates instead. More work is necessary to identify 
the proper equipment, operation and calibration procedures, and 
training to perform accurate, reliable, and meaningful HFR and EIS 
data measurements.

5. Conclusion
The data obtained in this work corroborates the urgent need in 

the PEM electrolysis R&D community to establish methods and 
procedures that enable the meaningful comparison of in-situ results 
across laboratories. We, as contributors to the IEA Electrolysis 
Annex 30 have performed a PEM water electrolysis round robin test 
effort to characterize and demonstrate the comparison abilities 
between laboratories to date when following a minimal experimental 
method and equipment framework. We have aimed to identify the 
main critical parameters that are responsible for the reported 
deviations of the cell performance. The learnings are expected to feed 
into the development of a comprehensive test method and reference 
material system to be established in the near future. 

A relatively tolerant set of operating conditions and test 
procedures was used to ensure an inclusive approach rather than the 
need for specific and specialized equipment. The results of measuring 
identical materials in an identical hardware at five laboratories in 
Europe and the US identified the completeness of cell conditioning and 
the accuracy of temperature control as the most critical parameters 
that may cause performance deviation.  At 60°C and 80°C maximum 
performance deviations of 27 and 20 mV, respectively, were observed 
between laboratories at 1 A cm-2. The deviation of the results from 
laboratory to laboratory is about a factor of 3 times higher than the 
lowest deviation observed at one single lab and test station. This 
allowed to attribute about one-third of the deviations to inherent 
performance variations of the MEAs, the remaining two-thirds could be 
attributed to cell assembly and operating conditions. 

The cell temperature reduces the performance of the cell by 3-
4 mV for each °C it decreases. Slight temperature offsets and 
differential temperature from inlet to outlet may thus account for up to
a third of the observed changes. The conditioning criteria of 1% current
change per hour was found to be insufficient to ensure stationary 
conditions. This criterion possibly had the largest effect on the 
observed deviations. This parameter needs to be better defined by 
either choosing a significantly smaller value of, for example, 0.2% or 



lower, or by defining new criteria that warrant a well-defined 
conditioning period for the specific CCM make and model under test.

In general, the observed deviation at 80°C was about 10 times 
smaller than those found in the literature, which indicates that many 
parameters were successfully controlled, and a large step was made 
towards successful performance comparison. The performance 
deviation generally increased with increasing current density. 
Interestingly, the deviation at the lower cell temperature was higher, 
suggesting that reproducible conditions were more difficult to achieve 
at 60°C, which may likely be related to the water flow through the cell 
and the associated heat retention during the measurement. 

Related future work of the IEA Annex 30 group will focus on 
defining more stringent test conditions to further improve the 
reproducibility and thus the capability for comparison between 
laboratories. The group further intends to introduce an open source 
test cell and titanium-based PTLs that can serve as a PEMWE reference
system to the community. The cell is envisioned to be available to the 
public via openly shared blueprints and additionally commercially 
available through machining services. Both the refined 
conditions/protocols, commercially available reference materials and 
the open source cell combined will provide a reference framework that 
ultimately enables accurate comparison of results across the 
community.
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